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Our invention relates to a metering and ?lling 
machine. 
‘Our invention will be described as applied to 

?lling containers with lard and compound, i. e., 
5 a mixture of cottonseed oil and tallow; but, of 
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course, the invention is not to be restricted to 
any such speci?c application, but is applicable to 
all uses involving similar conditions and problems. 
Other ?elds which may be named as illustrative, 
and in some of which it has been actually applied, 
are the ?lling of containers with peanut butter, 
the ?lling of pails with paint, and the ?lling of 
pails with lubricating compounds or oils, etc. 
There have been designed heretofore metering 

devices which function to take a quantity of liquid 
and measure the quantity of the mass without 
separating the mass into its separate units and 
disposing of these units in separate containers. 
_In contrast with a strictly metering apparatus is 
our device which not only operates to divide a 
massinto separate equal units by way of meas 
uring, but also functions to dispose-of these units 
in separate containers. ‘In other words, there is 
a substantial distinction between a mere metering 
device, and a metering-?lling device. A measur 
ing and ?lling device is illustrated in the prior 
art by United vStates Letters Patent granted to 
me, Lamb,‘ October 9, 1923, 'No. 1,470,381» One 
primary distinction between said devices is that 
there must be intermittent action in the dis 
charge, in order to permit the placing and re 
moval of the containers. Hence, there must be a 
stopping of the flow of the material during the 
period necessary to replace the containers. Nev 
ertheless, greatspeed is required in operation to 
provide efficiency, and therefore the measuring 
piston itself should not have intermittent action 
but should be in continuous operation. A pri 
mary purpose of the present application is to pro 
vide a device that will accomplish these results. 
We provide the intermittent action by having two 
outlets having their inlet ports positioned adja 
cent to each other, in conjunction with a single 

' ?ve way valve. 
45 

55 

In the device of the aforesaid patent granted, 
' as well as in the machine herein described, the 
measuring piston was operated by pressure ap 
plied to the fluid material being measured. So 
long as this pressure was uniform, the said ma 
chine operated accurately. However, there are 
situations where the pressure ‘ is not uniform. 
For example, in some lard-packing plants a ro 
tary pump is used to 'pump the lard and place it 
under pressure in feeding it to the metering de 
Jice. Such a pump provides a fairly uniform pres 

. to the material being discharged. 

(Cl. 73-30) 

sure that gives accurate results. However, there 
are plants that use a piston pump and this type 
provides an irregular pressure, 1. e., one which . 
is pulsating in character. It will be noted by 
reference to the aforesaid patent that there is a 
point in the operation of the‘ valves when both 
the valves on one side are in partially open posi 
tion, so that an open passage is provided from 
the inlet pipe directlyv tothe container. During 
the period when the valves are in this position, 
there may be a rush of material to the containers’ 
that is absent in other periods of the movement 
of the valves. In other words, it will be noted 
from the construction of the device of the said 
granted patent that there is a period when there 70 
is a direct open passageway from the source of 
the material to the container, which obviously 
permits a greater velocity to the material during 
that momentary period of the position of the 
valves than there is immediately prior or subse 
quently. A primary purpose of our invention is 
to overcome this difficulty and to provide a ma 
chine which will allow the pressure of the mate 
rial being operated upon to be communicated to 
the material that is being expelled from the meas 
uring cylinder only through the piston operating 
in the measuring cylinder, and at no time to per 
mit the pressure of the material in the source of 
supply to be communicated in a direct passageway 
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Furthermore, considering the result when the 
valves are in said partially open position: It may 
be that when there is a. varying pressure, the 
pressure may be greatest at the time when these 
valves are in said partially open position, and 
when the ?lling is taking place from the oppo 
site outlet the low pressure point may occur at 
the time when the valves are in said open posi 
tion on the opposite side. Therefore, irregularity 
of feed may result which would destroy the com 
plete accuracy of the device. Furthermore, va 
riation may develop in the quantity sup 
plied to successive containers when it was desired 
to increase the speed fromone thousand to two 
thousand containers per hour, owing to the 
fact that it was necessary to increase the pres— 
Sure on the ?uid material to be measured. 
This resulted in jamming the piston with con 
siderable momentum against the electrical 
contact members which would tend to spread the 
saidmembers so that the contact was made for 
a perceptibly longer period of time than 
when the piston moved slowly while ?lling one 
thousandcontainers for example, and hence there 
was not the prompt reversal of the piston neces 
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2 
sary to assure accurate measuring. It must al 
ways be remembered that accuracy is a funda 
mental requisite. A primary object of our in 
vention is to overcome this di?lculty due to the 
variation in the quantity measured incident to 
the operation of the contact members and in 
creased speed. This we accomplish by providing 
an adjustable stop on which are mounted contact 
members which stop affords a positive fixed 
length of stroke to the measuring piston, thus 
rendering the length of stroke indifferent to the 
degree of pressure to which the liquid substance 
being measured may be subject. 

Besides functioning as a fllling device, it is 
manifest that the device in question must also 
operate as a measuring or scale device. It is 
axiomatic that a scale that does not measure ac 
curately is no scale at all. Precision therefore 
is a matter of the utmost importance in a device 
of the character in question. In order to afford 
precision of operation, a device, which is required 
to operate with the great speed necessary to per— 
mit it to measure and ?ll twenty-?ve hundred 
one-pound cartons of lard an hour, must be C1131" 
acterized by the elimination of all moving valves 
possible, and all similar points of constriction. A 
primary object of our invention is to provide a 
device characterized by its precision of opera 
tion. A further object is to provide a device 
having but a single ?ve~way valve, and one which 
is self-correcting in its operation. 
A further difficulty which arises in providing 

uniformity of the measured units is due 
to the presence of air within the liquid to be 
measured. This difiiculty may be due to the air 
that is in the machine at the time it ?rst com 
mences to operate, i. e., before the liquid is ad 
mitted to the cylinders and pipes which are of 
course filled with air; or, this di?iculty may arise 
from air which may become entrapped in the 
liquid to be measured after the machine has been 
in operation for some time. In either case, how 
ever, it is manifest that the presence of air will 
prevent the unit being measured from being ac 
curate, as said occupies space and prevents the 
?lling of the cylinder with the liquid to be meas 
ured. A primary object of our invention is to 
provide a measuring and ?lling device with the 
outlet conduits upwardly disposed so that the air 
may rise and escape and prevent any dis 
crepancies in the units measured other than in 
the two or‘ three units with which the air is dis 
charged. 
Furthermore, the material to be metered 

and supplied to separate containers may be of 
a character which varies in density, such as 
compound formed of cottonseed oil and tallow. 
This compound is characterized by whipping up, 
i. e., having much air interposed within its 
structure,—this condition resulting from the 
action of the worm boaters. Since our inven 
tion is characterized by having a measuring 
cylinder, it is a “volume" device, and since the 
goods may be of a varying density as respects 
one cubic foot and another cubic foot of the 
material in the conduit, it is necessary in order 
that the same be metered and supplied ‘to the 
containers, that it be reduced to a common 
density. A primary of our invention is there 
fore to provide a device which will meter the 
material, supply it to separate containers, and 
‘reduce the said material to a common standard 
of density. 
In providing for a machine having greater 

capacity, 1. e., one which operates at relatively 

1,932,976 
high speed, for example, handling eight thou 
sand pounds of lard per hour, it is necessary 
that the valves be of a type which will not stick, 
but will always be free to move and be actuated 
by the same amount of power, and it is our 
purpose to provide such a valve. This we do by 
means of the ?ve-way rotary valve herein set 
forth, the inlet and outlet ports of which close 
and open in direct proportion. 
Furthermore, where a solenoid is employed as 

the means to actuate the valve, there must he 
means provided to limit the throw of the solenoid 
core. Where a wedge-shaped valve is used, it is 
difficult to adjust any stopping mechanism be 
cause the accurate operation of the wedge-shaped 
valve such as that shown in the aforesaid pat 
ent requires it to be thrown into closed position 
with considerable force, to make it hold tightly, 
but this results in its sticking and introducing a 
period of hesitancy upon its being moved into 
open position. We propose providing a measur 
ing and ?lling device in which if the solenoid is 
employed as the actuating means for the valve, 
stopping means may be provided on the core of 
said solenoid to positively limit its movement, and, - 
furthermore, we propose providing a single so1e~ 
noid to move the valve and thus eliminate all 
question of synchronizing,, the solenoids connected 
with separate valves. 

Furthermore, in a measuring and ?lling cle 
vice having the necessary speed of operation 
hereinabove explained, it is necessary if a sole~ 
noid is to be employed as the actuating means 
for the valve, to provide means for eliminating 
the rebound action of the solenoid core and valve. 
That is, it is necessary, when the valve is once 
moved to full open position, that it remain in 
full open position and not ?uttter or slightly oscil 
late. In other words, the full open area of the 
valve must remain uniformly open, in order that 
there may be no variation in the quantity of the 
material being measured, and it is a purpose of 
our invention to provide means connected with 
the solenoid which prevents any such tendency 
to flutter oroscillate on the part of the valve. 
As a further aid to accuracy and precision of 

measurement, it is important that the current 
which operates the solenoid be carefully adjust~ 
ed, so that it will energize the solenoid with just 
that amount of force which is required to actu 
ate the valves, and to this end it is a purpose of 
our invention to provide means for carefully ad~ 
justing ‘the current for said purpose. 
In providing a measuring-?lling device as 

herein set forth, which has a fixed length of 
throw for the measuring piston, the limitation 
being imposed by ?xed stops, it results that 
when the piston rod strikes against the said 
?xed stop, the flowing fluid comes suddenly to a 
stop, so that the pressure immediately becomes 
greatly increased,—possibly two or three times 
as 'much as ordinarily obtains. In the device as 
set forth in the aforesaid patent, this difficulty 
was eliminated, but was eliminated because there 
were no ?xed stops. However, in the present in 
stance special provision must be made to over 
come the building up of such increased pressures 
upon the stopping of the moving of the piston, 
paticularly when heavy viscous-like fluids are 
being measured. We propose providing means 
which will eliminate the building up, or reduce 
the effect, of such pressures and this we do by 
providing an air chamber which may act as a 
surge reservoir and compress the air contained 
therein as a means of absorbing the shock which 
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would otherwise develop upon the valve and 
upon the piston. 
A further primary purpose of our invention is 

to provide a metering-?lling machine which em 
ploys the increased pressure developed as ex 
plained above upon the measuring piston coming 
to a stop at the end of its stroke, to actuate‘ 
means which directly or indirectly causes the 
reversal of the valve and the measuring piston. 
The above mentioned general objects of our 

invention, together with others inherent in the 
same, are attained by the device illustrated in 
the following drawings, the same being preferred 
exemplary forms of embodiment of our inven 
tion, throughout which drawings like reference 
numerals indicate like parts: 

Figure 1 is a view in side elevation in part 
broken away of ametering-?lling machine em 
bodying our invention; - _ 

Fig. 2 is a diagrammatic plan view of the sole 
noid circuits and stroke vadjusting mechanism; 

Fig. 3 is a view in end elevation of the meter 
ing-?lling machine embodying our invention as 
respects the solenoid end thereof; - 

Fig. 4 is an enlarged plan view of the electri-' 
cal contact and stroke adjusting mechanism; 

Fig. 5 is a view on dotted line 5, 5 of Fig. 4; 
Fig. 6 is an enlarged view in vertical section 

of the rotary ?ve-way valve and associated con 
duits, with the valve in open position with-re 
spect to the left hand outlet; \ 

Fig. 7 is an enlarged view in vertical section 
of the rotary ?ve-way valve and associated con 
duits, with the valve in open position with re 
spect to the ‘right hand outlet; 

Fig. 8 is a modi?ed form of a solenoid core 
I mounting means; 
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Fig. 9 is a view in side elevation of a modi?ed 
form of our invention, which utilizes the in 
creased pressure occuring at the moment of re 
versal of direction of the measuring piston to 
actuate means which in turn causes the reversal 
of the ?ve-way valve and hence the direction of 
the measuring piston; 

Fig. 10 is an enlarged view in longitudinal sec 
tion of the form ‘shown in Figure 9 showing the 
conduits and one form of means which may be 
employed to cause reversal of the measuring 
piston; v 

Fig. 11 is an enlarged view of the piston and 
rack means shown in Fig. 10; 

Fig. 12 is a view of a modified form of air~ 
- valve means; and . 

Fig. 13'is a view of a modi?ed form of means 
to utilize the suddenly developed increased pres 
sure to close an electric switch. 
Upon the frame of a table having legs 12, top 

13, longitudinal brace 14 and transverse brace 
15, the following parts of a metering-?lling ma 
chine are mounted: A measuring cylinder 16 has 
mounted therein a freely movable piston 17 hav-, 
ing piston rods 18. 'I'he end portions of cylinder 
16 have conduits l9 and 20 connecting them to 
the ?ve-way valve 21. _An inlet conduit 22 con 
nects the reservoir of lard (not shown) to the 
?ve-way valve 21. Valve 23 controls the ?ow of 
the lard in the inlet pipe. This inlet pipe conduit 
is also provided with a surge reservoir 24. Two 
upwardly directed ?lling conduits 25 and 26, hav 
ing downwardly directed nozzles 27 and 28, are 
also connected to the five-way valve 21. 
The ?ve-way valve 21, (see Figs. 6 and 7), is 

constructed as follows: In the housing 29 are the 
following ports: inlet port 30, outlet ports 31 and 
32, and outlet ?ller ports 33 and 34. In this hous 

‘ports and conduits. 

ing 29 is rotatably mounted valve member 35, 
having conduits 36 and 37 disposed therethrough. 
The valve is rotatable upon the axis 38, so that 
by oscillating the valve ninety degrees from the 
position shown in Fig. 6 to that shown in Fig. 7 80 
the new connections are established, as indicated 
in Fig. 7. Secured to valve member 35 is a lever 39. 
Next will be described the mechanism which 

actuates the valve 21._ Solenoids 40 and 103, hav 
ing a slidably mounted core 41 operatively dis- 85 
posed therein, are connected to a rod 42, which 
is connected to valve lever 39. Upon rod 42 is 
slidably mounted a ram . weight 43. Contact 
member 44, mounted on ring 4'7, is ?xedly mount 
ed upon piston rod 18. Said ring 47 bears four 90 
split copper rings, 115, 48, 92 and 93. Rings 115 
and 48 have a common connection 94 to a sole 
noid .coil 95 functioning as a control member, 
which is connected by wire 96 to one terminal of a 
source of electrical energy. Solenoid coil 95 has 95 
an iron core 97 having handle 98 which may drop 
into notches 99 in a housing member 100 and hold 
the core 97 within the coil 95 to an extent desired, 
thereby choking off the current to the desired 
strength. Split rings 92 and 93 are respectively 100 
connected by wires 101 and 102 to solenoids 40 
and 103. These solenoids 40 and 103 have a com 
mon connection 104 to the other terminal of the 
source of electrical energy. A slidingly mounted ' 
ring 105 carries a copper ring 106. Ring 105 is 105 
yieldingly held in spaced relation to ring 47 by 
spring 107 against ?xed stop 108. Ring 109 is 
likewise slidingly mounted and carries copper 
ring 110 and, is yieldingly held in spaced relation 
to ring 47 by spring 111 against stop 112. Mani- 110 
festly, in operation when the piston rod 18 is mov 
ing to the right and comes in contact with adjust- " 
able stop 46, the stop portion 112 passes into an 
opening 113 in the stop 46 and thereby allows ring 
109 to be moved relative to rod 18 ‘towards ring 115 
47, so that copper contact rings 110 and 48 are 
pressed hard against each other, so that the gap 
between rings 48 and 93 is bridged by the con 
tinuous ring 110, thereby establishing connection 
across these terminals. Manifestly, when the 120 
piston rod 18 moves in the opposite direction, i. e., 
to the left, it moves until stop 108 enters opening 
114 in stop 45, and ring 105 is thereby pressed 
towards ring 47, ‘bringing ring 106 in contact 
with split ring 115‘. Upon so doing, the circuit is 125 
reversed in the solenoid, and core 41 and its rod 
42 are moved to the left, thus moving lever 39 and 
valve 35 and causing a new registration of the 

The adjustable stops are 
threadedly mounted upon tubes 49 and 50, which 130 
are in turn revolvably mounted upon rods 51 and ' 
52. Tube 49 has keyed thereto gear 53, while tube 
50 has keyed thereto gear 54, which gears inter- 
mesh with gear 55, which is keyed to shaft 56 
upon which is mounted crank 57. -. Threads 58 are 135 
oppositely directed to threads 59, and likewise 
threads 60 are oppositely directed to threads 61, 
so that upon turning crank 57 the stops 45 and 
46 may be moved towards or away from each 
other to adjust the stroke of t e piston rod 18, 140 
which of course determines the stroke of the pis 
ton 17 within the measuring cylinder 16. " 

In the modified form shown in Figs. 9, 10 and 
11, a ?uid pressure means is shown for actuating 
the valve member 35, in contrast to the solenoid, 145 
member above described. The parts in this form; 
which are the same as those hereinabove de 
scribed, will bear the same numerals and only‘ 
those parts that are new will be given new? m1: 
merals. An elbow 62 is mounted on conduit pipelEt‘ 
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20 and an elbow 63 is mounted on conduit pipe 
19. In elbows 62 and 63, pistons 64 and 65 are 
respectively mounted. Conduits 19 and 20 com 
municate directly with the ends of the measur 
ing cylinder 16 as in Fig. 1 through conduits 66 
and 67. 

Secured to valve member 35 is asector of a pin 
ion 68 in operative engagement with rack 69, 
which rack has pistons 70 and 71 mounted in 
cylinders 72 and 73, respectively. In the end 
portion of cylinders 72 and‘ 73 are secured respec 
tively cylinder- heads 74 and 75 having valve 
members 76 and 77 mounted therein, the same 
bearing upon helical springs 78 and 79. The said 
valve members 76 and 77 respectively control the 
admission of ?uid pressure in conduits 80 and 81. 
The pistons 70 and 71 have valve seats 82 and 83 
respectively, (see Fig. 11) . Rod 84 has valve 
members 85 and 86 mounted thereon, which con— 
trol the ducts 87 and 88 respectively, which have 
outlets 89 and 90. Obviously, rod,84 is disposed 
to slide back and forth in the pistons and open 
and close the ducts 87 and 88, thereby providing 
for the escape of the compressed ?uid which had 
previously actuated the piston, which permits the 
rack 69 to be actuated in a reciprocating manner. 
A modified form of solenoid core mounting 

means, (see Fig. 8), has a cross member 116, 
which is mounted on two guide rods 117 and 118, 
having felt cushion means 119, 120, 121 and 122 
to absorb the shock incident to the throw of the 
soleno'd core 123, which is ?xedly secured to 

' the cross member 116. The cross member 116 is 
hingedly connected by rod 124, corresponding to 
rod 42, to valve lever 39. On rod 124 is slidably 
mounted a ram weight 125, corresponding to 
weight 43. This modi?ed form of mounting the 
solenoid core has proven in actual experience to 
be very efficient. It provides accurate operation 
of the solenoid core. , 

In'Fig. 12, a modi?ed form of the cyl'nder head 
126 is shown, having valve member 127 mounted 
therein, which has annular recesses 128 and 129, 
which are adapted to register respectively with 
inlet passageway 130 and exhaust passageway 131 
on one side of the valve housing 132, and with 
corresponding inlet passageway 133 and exhaust 
passageway 134 on the opposite side of the hous 
ing 132. Valve member 127 is yieldingly supported 
by spring 135, which is adjustably mounted on 
screw 136. This valve head 126 is duplicated on 
the opposite side of the machine, corresponding 
to the functions performed by valve heads 74 
and 75. When a sudden rise in pressure depresses 
valve member 127 against spring 135, thereupon 
the compressed air is admitted through inlet 130, 
which compressed air passes around valve mem 
ber 127 in recess 128 and thence through passage~ 
way 133 and actuates piston 71, (describing here 
in only the operation ‘on the right hand side, of 
the ?gure shown in Fig. 10). Then when piston 
71 moves back towards the right hand side, the 
sudden pressure, which brought annular passage 
way 128 in reg'stration with inlet 130, has ex 
hausted itself in the meantime, and valve mem 
ber 127 has been forced upwardly by spring 135, 
which thereupon brings passageways 134 and 131 
in registration with recess 129, which permits the 
air in the end of cylinder 73 to exhaust. 
In Fig. 13, a modi?ed form of means is shown 

to util'ze the sudden development of pressure, 
which means establishes electrical contact, which 
may thereupon actuate a solenoid in the same 
manner as heretofore described, such as 40, which 
may actuate the valve member 35 precisely as 

1,932,976 
hereinabove described. Instead of the contact 
member being mounted on the rod 18, the modi 
?ed means illustrated in Fig. 13 may be utilized. 
On valve member 137 is mounted a contact mem 
ber 138 bearing an electric conductor 139 on the 
face thereof, which operates to bridge the gap be 
tween posts 140 and 141 operatively disposed in 
the end of valve housing 142. Spring 143 yield 
ingly holds valve member 137 in spaced relation 
with electric posts 140 and 141. 
The mode of operation of a machine embodying 

our invention is as follows: 
The material to be operated upon is subjected 

to pressure, and is forced through inlet pipe 22 
upon the opening of valve 23 to the ?ve-way valve 
21. Assuming the said ?ve-way valve 21 is in 
the position shown in Fig. 6, the material would 
obviously pass into conduit 19 and thence into the 
side A of the measuring piston 17. 
The material would then press against piston 

17 and force the piston towards the end B until 
the contact member 44 comes in contact with the 
adjustable stop 46. Contact member 48, carried 
by member 44 is connected by cable 91 to the 
solenoid 40. When the contact member 44 strikes 
against stop member 46, then the circuit is com~ 
plated, energizing solenoid 40, which operates to 
push out the core 41 and the rod 42 connected 
thereto, that is, said core and said rod are moved 
to the left of the drawing, thereby moving the 105 
five way valve into the position shown in Fig. 7, 
whereupon the material under pressure in the 
inlet conduit 22 flows through the valve conduit 
36 into conduit 20 and thence into the end B of 
the measuring cylinder 16. The material there- 110 
upon presses against piston 17 whereupon said 
piston is pushed to the A'cnd of the cylinder. 
This movement of the piston 17 forces the ma 
terial that is in the A end of the cylinder 16 
and also the material that is in the conduit 19 up- 115 
wardly into filling conduit 26, and out of nozzle 
28. Thereupon the material falls into contain 
ers (not shown) which containers may be placed 
on the table top 13. Of course, said containers 
may normally be placed on the well-known end- 120 
less chain form of carrier that would carry the 
containers directly under the outlets 28 and 27. 
The piston 17 continues moving towards the A 

end until the contact member 44 comes into en~ 
gagement with the adjustable stop 45, which1‘25 
thereupon establishes electrical connection 
through cable 91 with the solenoid 103. When 
this solenoid is energized, the core 41 is drawn 
in, or to the right of the drawing, so that the 
?ve way valve is turned causing it to assume the 130 
position shown in Fig. 6. In this position the 
material ?ows from conduit 22 through the valve 
and into conduit 19, thence into the A end of the 
measuring cylinder 16 so that the piston 17 is 
forced toward the B end, whereupon material in 135 
the B end of the cylinder. as well as in the con 
duit 20, is forced upwardly through valve con 
duit 37 into ?ller conduit 25 and out of nozzle 27. 
The operation of the cylinder and the valve fol 
lows this mode of operation, metering and dis- 140 
charging to separate containers a carefully 
gauged amount of material. 

It will be noted that as the valve member 35 
rotates, the cutting off of the material from' the 
inlet pipe 22 coming through port 30 is in exact 145 
proportion to the‘ opening of the ports into con 
duit 37. There is, therefore, no unevenness in 
the openings provided in the valves, and, there 
fore, accuracy of measurement is provided. Ob 
viously, it is important that when the valve is 150 
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suddenly thrown into a new position, it should 
remain ‘there and not rebound so as to partially 
cut off the opening. To guard against any such 
inaccuracy of measurement as would result from 
.such rebounding or ?uttering or oscillating of‘ 

. the valve, a ram'weight 43 is designated, because 
its action is that of a ram against the shoulders 
93' and 94 provided on the end of the rod 42. 
Manifestly, as the'valve comes to the position 
shown in Fig. 6, with the ram weight 43 as shown 
inFig. 1, it has ,come ‘against the shoulder 94 
with a ram effect force that holds the valve 
against any tendency to rebound to any objection 
able extent’. In short, the fluttering or rebound 
action iseliminated so far as introducingany 
objectionable inaccuracy in the metering-filling 

' operation. 

Manifestly, having the single ?ve-way valve 
establishing connections between the ends of the 
measuring cylinder and the filler conduits elimi 
nates all question of synchronizing its action with 
any other valve. It is the one and only valve 
involved, and therefore provides for automatic 
self-correction of any inaccuracies. .This results 
from the fact that the opening .and closing of 
the ports isin direct proportion and there is no 

a sticking and therefore lagging which would pro 
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duce discrepancy in the quantities supplied to 
different containers. The adjustment of the stops 
45 and 46 is accomplished by turning crank 5'7, 
which in turn moves stops 45 and 46 towards or 
away from eachother, so that the length of throw 
of piston 17 maybe precisely determined. 
At the moment when piston 17 is about to be 

reversed in its action, the incoming material ?nds 
it impossible to push the piston further, and for 
that instant the pressure suddenly builds ‘up and 
the shock thus developed is cushioned by com 
pressing the air in the surge tank 24. " 
In the modi?ed form which is ‘shown in Figs. 

9 and 10, advantage is taken of the sudden rise in 
pressure as just indicated to actuate valves'which 
in turn sets in action ?uid pressure which in turn 
results in oscillating the valve. To take up the 
device in detail: Referring to Fig. 10, the mate 
rial has been ?owing through conduit 20 and into 
the B end of the cylinder 16, and the material in 
the A end has been forced out through conduit 
19 and through valve conduit 3'1 into ?ller tube 
26, and ?nally comes to a stop as contact 44 strikes 
stop 45. Thereupon, the pressure suddenly rises, 
as explained in the paragraph next above, and 
impinges against piston 64, which compresses 
spring '79, and thereby moves valve member ‘7'7 
downwardly, permitting compressed air to flow 
from conduits 81 into cylinder '13 and vstrike 
against piston '71, which is mounted upon the end 
portion of rack 69. As rack 69 is forced to the left, 
the pinion 68 is caused to revolve clock-wise and 
thereby cause valve member 35 to assume the 
position shown in Fig. 6, whereupon the measur 
ing piston 17 is forced to the B end of the cylin 
der, and when it comes to a stop, the sudden rise 
in pressure impinges upon piston 65, which forces 
downwardly valve member 76, opening conduit 
‘80, which admits ?uid pressure into cylinder 72 
and against piston '10. 

It will be seen'upon reference to this descrip 
tion that the material driving the piston must 
build up a pressure to overcome the springs '78 
and 79 on the air valve. The material here re 
ferred to is of a~compressible type such as lard 
or shortening compound which has air dispersed 
therethrough--there being much more air ordi 
narily provided in the so-called compound short 
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ening than in lard. This means that the end por 
tion of the measuring chamber will continue to 

' be ?lled with the incoming material even though 
the piston has stopped at the end of its stroke 
until such quantities of the solid part of ‘said 
material are supplied that the pressure to which 
the springs 78 and 79 are adjusted permits the 
depression of the-pistons 64 and 65, so that the 
?ve-way valve may be reversed. It would seem 
that the air dispersed through the material is 
compressed to permit the introduction of the 
necessary additional solid material to make up 
the given weight unit being measured at that 
time. So far as known, there is no‘ machine de 
signed to meter and ?ll containers with com 

80 

herein disclosed accomplishes the result of meter-‘ ' 
ing said compound and supplying it~to separate 
containers with a degree of accuracy very much 
in excess of the present methods of weighing and 
by so much the more well within the limits re 
quired by the trade. In the above it will be noted 
that the supplied material to the cylinder is inde 
pendent of movement of the piston. That is, 
material may be continued to be supplied to the 
cylinder after, the piston has stopped. Upon re 
versal of the valve 21 it is equally manifest that 
the material may be discharged in part independ 
ently of the movement of the piston in view of 
the compression to which it is subjected. . ' 
The rod 84 thus has the valve member 86 in 

closed position with respect to valve seat 83, which 
results in valve member 85 being in open posi 
tion with respect to valve seat 82, so that as pis 
ton 71 moves to the left, the air in cylinder 72 
may escape past the valve seat 82 and into duct 
87, and escape through outlet 89, so that there 
is no trapping of ‘the air and back pressure de 
veloped with respect to the movement of the valve 
70. A duplication of this construction and opera-1 
tion for the piston 71 results in the same escape 
of air in piston '73 when the movement ‘of the 
rack 69 is reversed. 

Therefore, in the metering-?lling machine em 
bodying our invention the pressure to which the 
material is subjected functions in three ways, 
?rst, to move the material through the pipe; sec 
0nd, to actuate the metering piston 17; and, third, 
to operate a valve means which results in the os 
cillation of the ?ve-way valve. The various-fea 
tures which have been thus emphasized as char 
acterizing our invention results in providing a 
metering-?lling machine which experience has 
shown to operate with a very high degree of ac 
curacy, very greatly within the limits allowed for 
variation, and also to operate at a great speed, 
?lling as many as twenty-?ve hundred two-pound 
lard containers in one hour. - ' 

By utilizing the building up of pressure in the 
conduits after the piston has reached the end of 
its stroke, the device embodying our invention 
overcomes another di?iculty which was inherent 
in devices as heretofore commonly designed. 
Speeding up the machine in such former devices 
had the serious defect of‘ increasing the material 

\ dischargeable. In other words, accuracy in meter 
ing by such device depended upon uniformity of 
?ow of the material. This is very difficult to 
regulate and, therefore, a successful metering 
?lling device, ‘particularly as applied to the ?eld 
of lard and shortening compounds, requires that 
the device operate in a manner which will be in 
different to the rate of flow of the material. This 
result‘is provided in the machine embodying our 
invention by requiring that the pressure in the 
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cylinder and the inlet conduits be developed to 
a certain magnitude before the valve is thrown. 
In handling compressible material, the device 
must be one in which the maximum pressure ob 
taining in the metering cylinder at the moment or 
throwing of the valve is independent of the pres 
sure required to drive the piston. ' 
The discharging of the material from the 

measuring cylinder in an upward direction pro 
vides for the escape of air that may be trapped 
in the conduits and in the cylinder when the ma 
chine is put into operation. This will be readily 
understood by referring to Fig. 1. Assuming that 
the machine is just being put into operation and 
there is no material on the B end oi.’ the cylinder: 
When the material enters through conduit 1,9 to 
the A end of the cylinder and presses the piston 
17 towards the B end, there would be air from the 
point of the piston around through the conduit 
20 to the valve 21. When the piston is reversed 
in its movement, and the material being metered 
flows into the conduit 20, obviously the air will 
be pushed forward and compressed in the B end 
of the cylinder and will rise to the top of the 
measuring cylinder 16, and will be con?ned there 
during the period when the material is pushing 
the piston 17 towards the A end. When the di 
rection of the piston is reversed and the contents 
of the B end of the cylinder are discharged, ob 
viously the compressed air which has in the mean 
time risen in the conduit 20, (seeking the surface 
of the liquid in which it is con?ned), has at 
tained a position near the valve 21, upon the 
opening of which it escapes upwardly through 
?ller conduit 25 and as the material follows it 
is discharged from the nozzle 2'7. Obviously, after 
one or two operations all air which would reside 
in the device is dispelled, and thereafter true 
measurements of material are supplied. Ob 
viously, if the discharge outlets were downwardly 
directed, the air would flow back to the surface 
of the liquid and be trapped in the measuring 
cylinder upon the material being admitted to 
that given end of the cylinder. This is the situa 
tion in the device illustrated in the patent which 
has been heretofore mentioned. 
The above describes the situation in starting 

the machine. However, after the machine is in 
operation, it so happens that the material is not 
supplied at a fast enough rate to keep the con 
duit leading to the rotary pump entirely ?lled, 
and the worm beater therefore works consid 
erable air into the ?uid. When the operator ob 
serves this condition, he stops the metering-?ll 
ing machine herein described until such time as 
the supply is increased to a quantity which per-' 
mits the conduit leading to the rotary pump to 
be completely filled, and then starts the ma 
chine again. It is necessary to discharge the 
air to make provision for the air that thus ?nds 
its way into the material in this manner. The 
provision for the discharge of air as herein dis 
closed eliminates the air which ?nds its way into 
the machine at the commencement oi.’ its oper 
ation and also provides for the elimination of 
the air which ?nds its way into the machine dur 
ing its run or operation. - 

Obviously, changes may be made in the forms, 
dimensions and arrangement of the parts of our 
invention, without departing from the principle 
thereof, the above setting forth only preferred 
forms of embodiment. 
We claim:-- , 

1. A metering-?lling machine embodying a 
measuring cylinder; a piston reciprocally mount 
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ed in said cylinder; a ?ve-way valve; a conduit 
leading to said valve, whereby material ‘to be 
operated upon may be supplied to said valve; 
two conduits connecting the ends of said cylin 
der to .separate ports in said valve; two ?lling 
conduits extending from separate ports in said 
valve; and means whereby said valve may be 
actuated. 

2. A metering-?lling machine embodying a‘ 
measuring cylinder; a piston reciprocally mount 
ed in said cylinder; a five-way valve; a conduit 
leading to said valve, whereby material to be ap 
erated upon may be supplied to said valve; two 
conduits connecting the ends of said cylinder to 
separate ports in said valve; two ?lling conduits 
extending upwardly from separate ports in said 
valve; and means whereby said valve may be 
actuated. 

3. A metering-?lling machine embodying a 
measuring cylinder; a piston reciprocally mount 
ed in said cylinder; adjustable stops, whereby 
the length of stroke of said piston is ?xed; a ?ve 
way valve; a conduit leading to said valve, where 
by material to be operated upon may be supplied 
to said valve; two conduits connecting the ends 
of said cylinder to separate ports in said valve; 
two ?lling conduits extending from separate ports 
in said valve; and means whereby said valve may 
be actuated. 

4. A metering-filling machine embodying a 
measuring cylinder; a piston reciprocally mount 
ed in said cylinder; 9. ?ve-way valve; a conduit 
leading to said valve, whereby material to be op 
erated upon may be supplied to said valve; a 
surge reservoir in said conduit; two conduits con 
necting the ends of said cylinder to separate 
ports in said valve; two filling conduits extend 
ing from separate ports in said valve; and means 
whereby said valve may be actuated. 

5. In combination with a metering-?lling ma 
chine having a metering cylinder, a metering pis 
to therein operated by the ?uid being measured, 
inlet conduits whereby the material to be meas 
ured is conducted to said cylinder, and valve 
means in said conduits; valve means connected 
to said conduits, and rack and pinion-sector 
means operatively connecting said last named 
valve means to the valve means in the said con 
duits, whereby the sudden pressure developed in 
the material when the metering piston stops ac 
tuates said last named valve means and thus re 
verses the movement of the piston. 

6. A metering-?lling machine embodying a 
measuring cylinder; a piston reciprocally mount 
ed in said cylinder; a ?ve-day valve; a conduit 
leading to said valve, whereby material to be 
operated upon may be supplied to said valve; two 
conduits connecting the ends of said cylinder to 
separate ports in said valve and two-?lling con 
duits extending from separate ports in said valve 
whereby all of the material to be operated upon 
by said machine passes through said valve in 
entering and discharging from said machine and 
provision is made for the intermittent flow of the 
material and alternate discharge of the same ;v 
from the filling conduits. 

'7. A metering-?lling machine embodying a 
measuring cylinder; a piston reciprocally mount 
ed in said cylinder; a ?ve-way valve, a conduit 
leading to said valve, whereby material to be 1 
operated upon may be supplied to said valve; 
two conduits connecting the ends of said cylinder 
to separate ports in said valve and two ?lling 
conduits extending upwardly from separate ports 
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whereby all of the material to be operated upon 
by said machine passes through said valve in 
entering and discharging from said machine and 
provision is made for the intermittent ?ow of 
the material and alternate discharge of the same 
from the ?lling conduits. 

8. A metering-?lling machine embodying ‘a 
measuring cylinder; a piston reciprocally mount 
ed in said cylinder; valve means, a conduit lead 
ing to said valve means, whereby material to be 
operated upon may be supplied to said valve 
means; two conduits connecting the ends of said 
cylinder to separate ports in said valve and two 
?lling conduits extending upwardly from sep 
arate ports in said valve, whereby all of the ma 
terial to be operated upon by said machine passes 
through said valve in entering and discharging 
from said machine and provision is made for the 
intermittent ?ow of the material and alternate 
discharge of the same from the ?lling conduits. 

9. A metering-?lling machine embodying a 
measuring cylinder; a piston reciprocally mount 
ed in said cylinder; valve means; two conduits 
connecting the ends of said cylinder to said valve 
means and two ?lling conduits extending upward 
ly from said valve means and a conduit leading 
to said valve means, whereby all of the material 
to be operated upon by said machine passes 
through said valve in entering and 'discharging 
from said machine and provision is made for the 
intermittent ?ow of the material and alternate 
discharge of the same from the ?lling conduits. 

10. In a device of the character described, the 
combination consisting ofJ a valve housing, a 
turnable valve member operatively disposed 
therein having two separate and distinct conduits 
therethrough, a measuring cylinder wherein a 
?uid may be metered, a piston reciprocably and 
unobstructedly movable in said cylinder against 
said ?uid, two conduits having ‘one end of. each 
communicating with said valve housing opera 
tively disposed to register with said valve member 

, conduits and the other end of each conduit com 
municating with one end portion of said cylinder, 
said conduits functioning alternately as inlet 
and outlet conduits for said ?uid to be metered 

' by said cylinder; a source of ?uid pressure distinct 
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and separate from the fluid being metered; actu 
ating means for said valve member connected 
to said source of fluid pressure; and pressure 
operated control means for said actuating means, 
said control means being operatively connected 
to said conduits, whereby the pressure developed 
in said conduits determines the operation of said 
actuating means. 

11. A metering-?lling machine embodying a 
measuring cylinder, a piston reciprocally mount 
ed in said cylinder, a valve, a conduit leading to 
said valve whereby material to be operated upon 
may be supplied to said valve, two inlet-outlet 
conduits each respectively connecting one end 
of said cylinder to said valve, two ?lling conduits 
extending from said valve, actuating‘means for 
said valve; and control means operatively con 
nected to said inlet-outlet conduits which deter 
mine the operation of said actuating means. 

12. A metering-?lling machine embodying a 
measuring cylinder, a piston reciprocally mounted 
in said cylinder; a valve; a conduit leading to 
said valve whereby material to be operated upon 
may be supplied to said valve; two inlet-outlet 
conduits, each respectively connecting one end 
of said'cylinder to said valve; two ?lling conduits 
extending from said valve; actuating means for 
said valve; and control means operatively con 

7 
nected to said inlet-outlet ‘conduits which deter 
mine the operation of said actuating means, said 
control means comprising a piston-valve housing 
for each of said inlet-outlet cylinder conduits 
whereby the pressure obtainingin said conduits 
may be directly communicated to said housings, 
piston-valve members disposed in said housings, . 
means whereby said piston-valve members may 
be normally maintained in a given position, a rack 
having piston heads, a pinion mounted on said 
valve means, operatively engaging said rack, a 
?uid line communicating with each of said piston 
heads, the valve means of said piston-valve mem 
ber being operatively disposed in said ?uid line. 

13. In a metering-‘filling machine, the. coni 
bination of a measuring cylinder, a valve, two 
inlet-outlet conduits one end of each respectively 
communicating with one end portion of said cyl 
inder and the other end of each communicating 

/ with said valve, two ?lling conduits extending 
from said valve, actuating means for said valve, 
control means for said actuating means operative 
ly connected to said conduits whereby the pres 
sure developed in said. conduits determines the 
operation of the actuating means. ‘ 

14. In combination with a metering-?lling ma 
chine embodying‘ a ‘valve, a solenoid core for 
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actuating said valve, and a rod connecting said ' 
core and said valve; a ram member slidably 
mounted on said rod whereby said valve, when 
actuated. is held against ?uttering. 

15. The combination with a ?uid measuring 
cylinder and piston, a pressure-supply conduit 
thereto, a rotatable valve, two inlet-outlet con 
duits having one end of each communicating with 
said valve and the other end of each, respectively, 
communicating with the end portions of said 
cylinder, of means for operating the valve, said 
means embodying a compressed ?uid line sep 
arate and distinct from the material being me 
tered, and mechanism actuated by a pressure of 
a uniformly predetermined magnitude in the in 
let-outlet conduits. 

16. In combination with a metering-?lling ma 
chine having a metering cylinder, a metering pis 
ton therein operated by the ?uid being measured, 
inlet-outlet conduits whereby the material to be 
measured is conducted to and from said cylinder, 
and valve means in said conduits, branch conduits 
from said conduits; actuating pistons mounted 
in said branch conduits; a ?uid-pressure line 
separate and independent of the‘ material being 
metered, said line being disposed adjacent said 
conduits; valve means in said line, said valve 
means being connected to said actuating pistons; 
a rack having piston means on each end thereof, 
said piston means being operatively disposed in 
said ?uid pressure line; a pinion-sector engag-v 
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ing the rack and mounted on the valve means of I 
said inlet-outlet conduits whereby the pressure 
developed in the material when the metering pis-. 
ton stops actuates the piston in the branch con 

135 

duits and thus reverses the movement of the , 
piston. 

17. In combination with a metering-?lling ma 
chine having a metering cylinder, a metering pis 
ton therein operated by the ?uid being measured, 
inlet-outlet conduits whereby the material to be 
measured is conducted to and from said cylinder, 
and valve means in said conduits; branch con 
duits from said conduits; electric switch means 
yieldingly disposed in said branch conduits; sole 
noid means operatively connected to said electric 
switch means and to the valve means of said inlet 
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outlet conduits whereby the pressure developed in 
the material when the metering piston stops actu 
ates the switch means. 

18. In the process of dividing a compressible 
viscous liquid mass of non-uniform density into 
separate units of a predetermined weight, the 
steps of introducing said liquid under pressure 
into a confined chamber of predetermined vol 
ume; adding more of said liquid under pressure 
to said chamber until said chamber is ?lled and 
a predetermined pressure in said liquid is de 
veloped; and discharging said predetermined vol 
ume of said compressed liquid as a separate in 
tegral unit, whereby a predetermined unit volume 
of said viscous liquid is obtained having a pre- 
determined weight. 

19. The method of continuously dividing a vis 
cous fluid containing entrained air into units of 
a predetermined weight, comprising continuously 
feeding such fluid to a chamber, compressing the 
fluid and air in the chamber until the ?uid reaches 
a density corresponding to a predetermined 
weight per volume of the chamber, and then auto 
matically discharging the unit from the chamber‘ 
and simultaneously feeding a new charge thereto. 

20. In a metering-?lling machine, the combina 
tion of a measuring cylinder; a valve; two inlet 
outlet conduits, one end of each respectively com 

municating with one end portion of said cylinder 
and the other end of each communicating with 
said valve, a source of ?uid pressure distinct and 
separate from the ?uid being metered; ?uid 
pressure operated actuating means for said valve 
connected to said source of ?uid pressure; and 
pressure operated control means for said actu 
ating means, said control means being opera 
tively connected to said conduits, whereby the 
pressure developed in said conduits determines 
the operation of said actuating means. 

21. In a metering-?liing‘machine, the combi 
nation of a measuring cylinder; a valve; two inlet 
outlet conduits, one end of each respectively corn 
municating with one end portion of said cylinder 
and the other end of each communicating with 
said valve, a source of ?uid pressure distinct and 
separate from the ?uid being metered; ?uid pres 
sure operated actuating means for said valve con 
nected to said source of ?uid pressure; and pres 
sure operated control means for said actuating 
means, said control means being operatively con 
nected to said conduits, whereby the pressure de 
veloped in said conduits determines the operation 
of said actuating means after the termination of 
each stroke of the piston. 

HARRY LAMB. 
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